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Section 1 Imperialism And America
Bashing nationalism is very desirable in academic circles these days, and bashing Jewish nationalism and the Zionist movement is especially popular.
There is a new way to smear Zionism - opinion
Once Central America ... for imperialism, the contempt for the mass of the working class, the delusions in social democracy (Labour) and the racism that is inevitable in any supporter of the state in ...
Reflections on May Day - Eleno
Most Americans believe today the following facts concerning their nation: (1) that this ... of an American. One could argue that Americans have a deep attachment to the section of the map which ...
What Makes an American?
It was the embrace of Cold War anti-communism that put liberalism in unbreakable bondage to American imperialism and set ... direct conflict with a powerful section of the industrial working ...
Walter Mondale (1928–2021) and the decline and fall of Democratic Party liberalism
The recent street disturbances in Northern Ireland, albeit on a far smaller scale compared to the decades of the 'Troubles', showed that the 'power sharing' arrangements of the 1998 Good Friday Agreem ...
How partition of Ireland derailed a revolutionary struggle for national and social liberation
A 2016 survey of about 9,000 single American adults showed that one in ... with two children in San Diego—in its “work life” section. Even Amy Dickinson of “Ask Amy” fame is normalizing ...
The Thoroughly Bourgeois War on Monogamy
Brennan completes the picture by showing how this formative period, and especially the first-hand experience of British colonialism and American imperialism, influenced Said’s later work.
Places of Mind by Timothy Brennan — Edward Said, humanist champion
The first section of the book focuses on Palestine’s settler-colonial history and present, the role of Israel as an extension of US imperialism in the Middle East, and the history of the ...
Palestine: A socialist introduction to the liberation struggle
OUR panellists at Sisterhood, Socialism and Struggle will join us from North and South America, Africa and Asia ... in societies and environments shaped by colonialism and racism, imperialism and war, ...
The global women's struggle – and its role in winning peace and socialism
In the second half of the nineteenth century, an international revolutionary anarchist movement emerged in opposition to the global expansion of capitalist modes of production, imperialism ... to ...
Immigrants against the State: Yiddish and Italian Anarchism in America
Louis Menand’s new history of Cold War art and thought The Free World wants to rehabilitate liberal anti-communism. To do so, it downplays both the political repression of the US left and imperial ...
The Art of Saying Nothing
Between August and January, the American and German press was ... wing layers of the middle class behind a rival section of the oligarchy and imperialism. It is a part of a regime-change operation ...
US, EU step up campaign over right-wing Putin critic Navalny
This resource provides a brief introduction to writing in the field of Latin American, Latino/a ... to a variety of writing genders at different levels across courses (Figure 1). The writing genres of ...
Writing in Latin American, Latino/a, and Caribbean Studies
The core course concentrates on the history of imperialism in Asia ... International students. 1) Take a note of the UK qualifications we require for your programme of interest (found in the ‘Entry ...
MSc Empires, Colonialism and Globalisation
Hard-pressed Britain, unready to attempt resubjection of the Crown’s brightest jewel, had agreed to erase the long familiar pink from the Indian section of the Atlas. The Asian Conference ...
The New Republic
Imperialism ... section of its Charter to wage war to accomplish its idea of peace. Serbia learned that lesson. But before it comes to that, Israel would respond by talking the battle to the ...
Can the UN legally impose a solution on Israel?
This type of “othering,” Janelle Salanga and Siona Peterous report, is linked to denial about the relationship between American imperialism and white supremacist ... to come out of the Tribune’s ...
The Front Page, 4/9: Newsrooms still haven’t figured out what to do when their journalists are harassed online
First of all, the doctrines of some of these movements are more reminiscent of liberation theology in Latin America than they are of Christian ... just struggle of the wretched of the earth against ...
Islam and Revolution in the Middle East
In the third episode, “Killing at a Distance or… How I Thoroughly Enjoyed the Outing,” that begins explaining the role of weaponry in imperialism ... a particular section of his audience ...
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